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of his reading of Milton, and his famous annotations. The Keatsian poet

who "lives in gusto" lives in "[a] world of consuming orality: he pounces

upon, gorges, and digests beauty into essential verse" (153). But there is an-

other side to Keats, the yearning noticed by Yeats, as he describes "his

senses and his heart unsatisfied." The converse side of Keats's sensory plea-

sure was bodily disintegration, consumption and pain. Rather than the sat-

ire of Byron and Lamb, Gigante suggests, Keats's attempts to negotiate a

balance between high Romanticism and low-urban taste—and between his

own bodily pleasures and fears—give rise to a peculiarly modernist form of

nausea. This, she argues, is the dominating characteristic of "La Belle Dame

sans Merci" and Hyperion: "anxious, nauseated, and 'unsecure,' Hyperion is

one of the first philosophically 'absurd' creatures in literature" (152).

Gigante concludes with a lively portrait of the "Voluptuary" George IV,

looming large and round in Gillray's caricatures, gluttonously munching

the country's funds away in the eyes of many critical onlookers, including

Shelley and Moore. The details of George iv's gourmand excess form a

useful counterpoint to the earlier discussion of the Romantic writers, and

also serve to show how the King was "out of touch with the middle-class

concept of taste as something to be acquired through education" (166). At

times, as we hasten through the history of the fork, the evolution of the

restaurant review, and discussion of the first gastronomic works in English,

this final chapter seems to yearn to break out into a whole new work: less a

conclusion than an entree. This impression is borne out by the move for-

ward into the dinner party style of the 1820s to 1840s and the closing com-

ments on Our Mutual Friend. These are fascinating in their own right—but
we don't, perhaps, quite have time to fit them into the overall narrative.

The true strength of the book is in its chapters on Romantic aesthetics:

supple, intriguing, closely argued, Gigante's readings of Romantic taste de-

serve to be savored.

Felicity James
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Taking his title from the traditional notion that Nature as "the Book of

God" was designed to be read in parallel to the revelations of scripture,
Colin Jager argues that such an equivalence dominated English mainstream
theology from 1675 to 1850, and continues to have a cultural foothold as

evidenced by debates concerning "intelligent design." Nevertheless, as
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Jager persuasively demonstrates, profound shifts occur to "the argument

from design" within the Romantic Age, shifts related to a secularization

that "blurs the very words of the Book of God" (ix). Of course, critics have

long associated Romanticism with secularization, with M. H. Abrams's

Natural Supernaturalism being a paradigmatic example. But for many schol-

ars Abrams's account of how the Romantics attempted to save traditional

concepts for a modern world by engaging in a kind of grand translation

process that reformulated religious ideas into secular and philosophical lan-

guage, with its underlying assumption that traditional religion would de-

cline as a result, has become increasingly untenable. Jager advocates that we

abandon reading secularization as a progressive narrative about the loss of

belief or as the translation of religious concepts and ideas into modernized

equivalents. Instead, building upon the work ofJose Casanova, Jager argues

that by recognizing the way in which secularization manifests itself in those

processes by which cultural, bureaucratic, and epistemological roles that

were once monopolized by religious institutions become differentiated into

a variety of distinct and often competing spheres—including both literature

and its study—then, and only then, can we "start to analyze our own in-

vestment in secularization as that which underwrites and legitimates Ro-

manticism" (i).

In Jager's estimation, natural theology's assumption that "the intricate

works of nature point to a divine and benevolent final cause helped to for-

malize and publicize a felt convergence of religious belief and scientific in-

vestigation that already existed in the minds of the educated classes" (4).

But a great deal hinges upon the nature of this "felt convergence" between

belief and science. If this convergence is merely felt, then, as Jager ac-

knowledges, those less sympathetic to the argument from design would ar-

gue that it is merely rhetoric that relies upon the persuasiveness of its im-

plementation to be convincing. Pressing further along this line of inquiry

might lead to a consideration of Percy Shelley's The Necessity of Atheism,

wherein he argues that belief "is a passion, the strength of which, like every

other passion, is in precise proportion to the degrees of excitement." From

there a philosophical view of reform might insist that it is through an aes-

thetic education that adjusts and transforms the nature of this "felt conver-

gence" that new worlds and new forms of life come into view. Jager, how-

ever, stridently diverges from this more familiar reading of Romanticism

and stresses the conservatism of natural theology, a conservatism not to be

found in its "religious content but in its characteristic intellectual posture,

which is dedicated not to novelty but to multiple examples, to repetition

and reiteration" (4). Natural theology is a "habit of mind" (4), naming

those rhetorical practices that both register the anxieties of a developing
modernity that breaks with the traditions of the past, while at the same
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time reassuring its practitioners that their basic assumptions were right all

along. By emphasizing the habits and practices of natural theology, Jager

hopes to demonstrate that it is here that the processes of secularization are

played out and not at the level of concepts and ideas as Abrains argued—

and this emphasis is the central strength of his book. What is less clear how-

ever, is why in a sometimes triumphalist tone Jager seems so eager to dis-

avow the versions of Romanticism proffered by previous generations of

critics, particularly since their insights could be so profitably coupled to the

revised model of secularization Jager is articulating.

Jager does acknowledge critiques of the design argument, as in the first

chapter where he traces how for critics such as Abrains and Earl Wasserman

a suspicion of analogy was fundamental to their understanding ofRomanti-

cism as an enterprise that embraced metaphor and symbol in order to re-

vive a poetic language exhausted by the worn out analogies of tradition.

But Jager sees this version of Romanticism as being caught up in the pro-

gressive narrative of secularization that he is critiquing and in a suggestive

reading of William Godwin's Caleb Williams proposes how an alternative,

melancholic reading of secularization is possible. Reading the novel as a

fantasy of liberation that twists into a "a melancholy subjectivity marked by

obsessive self-surveillance" (53), Jager highlights how Caleb starts out as "a

sort of natural philosopher" compelled to seek out the truth about his mas-

ter Falkland, but when Caleb discovers that Falkland is in fact a murderer

he is reduced to a state of "perpetual melancholy"—condemned to com-

pulsively monitor himself so as to avoid the vengeful power of his flawed

master. Jager sees this result as "the secret of secularization," wherein "the

subject can no longer believe, but that loss entails paranoia and a crippling

reflexivity rather than a compensatory liberation" (54). Furthermore, Jager

sees Caleb's "perpetual melancholy" as an anticipation of Paul de Man's

own reading practices, which viewed the dialectic of subject and object put

forth by critics such as Abrains as a temptation to overcome, without how-

ever offering any alternative relief from the endless demand to keep read-

ing.

Jager's insightful second chapter on Hume's Dialogues Concerning Natural

Religion suggests that although relief from this "perpetual melancholy" may

in fact be possible, in the end such relief is always based upon an arbitrary

decision to stop reading. Hume argues that design arguments are based on

circular reasoning or tautologies, which presuppose the existence of the

creator whose existence they seek to demonstrate. However, it is insuf-

ficient to simply point out the circularity of tautology, since it is the social

field in which the argument operates rather than the persuasiveness of the

argument itself that accounts for its durability. This is because the habits
and practices that support and inculcate the argument from design also
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foreclose susceptibility to criticism: "design aims not to produce new feel-

ings but to produce old ones again, so that they become embedded more

firmly within the mental and bodily lives of persons" (n). It is difficult to

argue against such an iterative process because it both produces and is sup-

ported by a series of affective social bonds and by the "felt convergence"

enjoyed in the perceived fitness of its procedures. Within Hume's dialogue,

Philo tries to catch Cleanthes in his unreason by asking him who designs

the designer, but Cleanthes' telling response is: " 'You ask me what is the

cause of this cause? I know not; I care not; that concerns not me. I have

found a Deity; and here I stop my enquiry'" (65). The point is that to stop

here is, as Hume puts it, "an arbitrary act of the mind" (69). Like the uniting

of counties into a kingdom, the decision of how to intuit a designer from

the designed is not grounded in necessity but is based upon an arbitrary

power. The consequence of recognizing such arbitrariness is that it necessi-

tates a shift in the understanding of design's relationship to causality. For

Jager, Cleanthes' arbitrary act of mind concedes that the import of the ar-

gument from design is not that the designer is the cause of the designed

world, but rather that the perception of the world as unified whole is itself

caused by the habits and practices of the social field that support the argu-

ment in the first place. Therefore, what activates and energizes the design

argument is not God as prime mover but is rather the iterative machinery

of the design argument itself.

In the next two chapters, Jager focuses upon caretakers of design's itera-

tive machinery. Through a reading of Anna Barbauld's "A Summer's Eve-

ning's Meditation," Jager suggests an alternative to those literary histories

that link Romantic innovation to progressive secularization. In Jager's

view, Barbauld recognizes that although the argument from design may not

win the battle of ideas it can nevertheless be efficacious within a wider cul-

ture of practice. Utilizing a distinction David Burrell makes between "the-

ory construction" and "doing philosophy," Jager argues that Barbauld's po-

etry "practices" design "by fostering the development of a set of mental

dispositions and bodily postures in which it can operate regardless of its

conceptual viability" (74). Such a fostering of habits and practices is staged

by the poem's bifurcated nature, which opens an aporia between language

that highlights the skills of a ripening poet and language that portrays the

power of a ravishing God. For Jager, the critical failure of Barbauld's poetic

resources to bridge this difference is actually a mark that where "fancy

droops" and "meter falters" the poet "finds a difference that can be bridged

only from above" (79). And although a Coleridgean effort at "theory con-

struction" might attempt to paper over these differences, Jager argues that

"doing philosophy" is more properly accomplished when (feminine) fancy

is privileged over (masculine) imagination. Jager sees fancy as "a gendered
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poetic mode that rearranges a given script offerhng] means for living with

the possibilities that adhere to a marginalized and nontransformative

poetics" (98). This reading of fancy is a far cry from the version of fancy

Jeffrey Robinson has been advocating, wherein the traditionally trivialized

fancy becomes "a coequal rubric under which poetry values those very

'opposites,' those dissonances (including dialect, popular idioms, juxtaposi-

tions) to the point that closure (reconciliation, finitude) dwindles before

aperture and multiplicity" (Poemsfor the Millennium, vol. 3, ed. Rothenberg

and Robinson [U of California P, 2009] 8). But this contrast is telling be-

cause whereas Robinson's fancy educates us in how to live amongst the

dizzying openness and multiplicity of modernity, Jager's fancy participates

in those cultural practices that generate a "religious humility" through a

"repetitive pedagogy" that builds up "a certain kind of pious subject

through the adoption and inculcation of a set of habits, dispositions, and

bodily postures" (100). Although why one would want to participate in a

"repetitive pedagogy" in "nontransformative poetics" is not entirely clear;

nevertheless, Jager's consistent focus on these conservative cultural prac-

tices does provide insight into how such pedagogies work and how they

are a kind of flip side to those versions of Romanticism that highlight aper-

ture and multiplicity.

The fact that iterations of nontransformative poetics do not sound partic-

ularly enticing is part of the reason why Jager reads Mansfield Park as mark-

ing the end of the line for natural theology. His fifth chapter finds Austen

aiming "to rescue the novel from its tendency to dwell on individual per-

ception (whether cast as reason or as sentiment) by making the moral ma-

turity of her characters rest on their ability to discern and submit to the so-

cial norms around them" (127). Once again the issue for Jager is the

reading of and submission to social norms, but a new problematic emerges

within Mansfield Park: namely, how to decide what those social norms are

or should be. Taking his cue from Marilyn Butler's reading of Austen's

novels as conservative critiques of the Anglican latitudinarian view that all

humans are naturally good and reasonable, Jager accepts Butler's emphasis

on the importance of the events of 1688 for understanding Austen, but
rather than assign a sharply regulative role to Austen's treatment of religion,

Jager sees the novel as exposing the potential for conflicting interpretations
of the same historical event. History, Jager writes, "functions in this novel

as an absent cause in Althusser's sense, the elsewhere that conditions the
textual present" (127). So, unlike natural theology wherein all things point
to the glory of God, within the world of Mansfield Park history rather than
God is the "absent cause" that functions as the vanishing point around

which every worldview is oriented. The challenge this shift poses for

someone like Edmund is that as a member of an Anglicanism of morality
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and social order that is at the same time wary of enthusiasm and thus "felt

convergences," it becomes increasingly difficult for the clergyman to

champion his vocation: he has the iterative machinery of religious institu-

tion at his disposal but no compelling incentive that would persuade others

to participate in it. As can be seen in Fanny and Mary's reactions to both
Edmund's arguments and to Sotherton Chapel, both want something more

than what Edmund is offering: Fanny wants a deeply felt religion while

Mary wants the license to desire freely. Mansfield Park's emphasis on the

complicated status of performance, naturalness, and improvement within

the world it describes exposes the often implicit dialectical paradox of de-

sign: "One is 'taught to feel' for nature, and the lesson often involves an

appeal to an explicitly mechanical object, like a watch, but the feeling that

arises must be coded as a natural one" (152). When individual desire be-

comes detached from the iterative structures that once shaped those desires,

then how we read the past or even anticipate our own happiness becomes

formally undecidable, and each must decide Cleanthes' "arbitrary act of the

mind" on their own.

A similar crisis of vocation is operative in Jager's two chapters on Words-

worth. Focusing on Peter Bell, The Ruined Cottage draft of 1797—98, and

The Prelude, Jager proposes to explain Wordsworth's spiritual affinities by

exploring how the poet, by using analogy to harness design's power to pro-

duce literary effects, generates the feeling of being in the presence of an un-

disclosed intention. The reading of The Prelude is particularly suggestive

and traces how after the thwarted intentions of the Simplon Pass episode

and the troubling encounters with the social and political world in Books 9

and 10, the dilemma for Wordsworth is how to recover a sense of a cohe-

sive world without either falling back into the pre-modern assumptions of

the ancien regime or aligning himself with those revolutionaries intoxi-

cated by the terrifying potency of deploying the machinery of state to serve

ideological ends. Jager suggests that Wordsworth splits this difference by

"overtly casting off analogy and then recovering it as an inner phenome-

non" (186). By internalizing analogy, Jager argues, the poet preserves the

feeling of being in the presence of intentionality but this feeling is "too

deep for tears" and thus beyond the reach of any single intention. This in-

ternalization of analogy enables the vocation of the poet to operate, be-

cause unlike a universe of divine intention where there is a single source of

analogy, a differentiated world permits multiple sources of authority. How-

ever, if the consequences of this feeling of being in the presence of an un-
disclosed intention is that it helps fulfill "an uninterrupted supervision of

the process of self-production" (169), and if Wordsworth's "new method

of reading" is to internalize analogies between designer and designed and

re-inscribe them as analogies between self and nature, then it is not entirely
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clear how we've moved very far from questions of romantic ideology or

even from Abrams's natural supernaturalism.

By the end of the book there is the strange sense of having come full cir-

cle, with all the critical concepts that were disavowed at the beginning re-

turning again under the light of a new dispensation. Given this circuitous

journey it is worth recalling the prominent role the educative path of the

prodigal son plays within Natural Supernaturalism—perhaps there is some-

thing to Abrams's book after all. A further irony is found in the fact that

Jager continually critiques progressive narratives of secularization, while at

the same time implying that his reading of Romanticism is a great progres-

sive leap beyond previous critical models. Nevertheless, despite these quib-

bles Jager has written an important book that is essential reading for anyone

interested in how the recent reevaluations of the secularization thesis affect

our understanding of Romanticism. If after secularization the sacred struc-

tures that gave subjects meaning no longer apply as decisively as they once

did, and now new ways must be found to "remember that subject into a

network of significance," then Jager is correct in emphasizing that it is

shifts in habits and practices rather than simply propositional content that

will enable the subject to "save the system that [has] given him meaning"

(169). Jager's emphasis on the rhetoric of design and the literary production

of a diffuse feeling of intentionality helpfully expands our understanding of

the range of responses to modernity within the Romantic Age. However,

while the rhetoric of design is certainly prevalent within aspects ofRoman-

tic-era writing, whether the iterative pedagogies of design are especially

significant for the majority of literature typically associated with Romanti-
cism itself is still an open question.

Sean Dempsey
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Michael O'Neill's book is about the "individuality within relationship"
(11) of modern poets and their Romantic predecessors. The Romantics
concerned are William Wordsworth, Percy Bysshe Shelley, S. T. Cole-

ridge, Keats, Byron, Blake and (in passing) Hemans. This study explores

the complex dynamics of their influence through a virtuoso survey essay

followed by individual chapters on Yeats, Eliot, Auden, Stevens, then two
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